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NOTES:

1. The symbol "*" signals that the concept is extensively discussed in
   the associated video

2. Abbreviations used:
   syn. synonym

3. "(Wikipedia)" means that the concept has a Wikipedia page

4. In one instance, we abstracted the actual concept from the video and
   indexed instead its parent concept. For example "Rank-4 approximation" is
   indexed as "low-rank approximation of a matrix".

| (vertical bar) 04.01
() (parenthesis means "optional") 04.01
(*) repetition 04.01
accuracy
   as an evaluation method 04.05
Adjectival Phrase (ADJP) Q05
adjective ordering 04.01
   also: adjective order
agreement
   agreement in number 04.04
   verb agreement 04.04
alignment of text with other signal (time series) 03.07
ambiguity
   coordination scope 05.01
   gaps 05.01
   PP ambiguity 04.01, 05.01
   syntactic ambiguity 04.03
American National Corpus 04.04
anaphoric coreference 03.06
   cf. cataphoric coreference
antonymy 03.01
ATIS grammar 04.03, Q05
automated weather report generation
   as a NLP application 03.07
auxiliaries in a verb phrase 04.01
BabelNet 03.01
bag of words 04.01, 04.02
binarized format
   in parsing 04.03
   non-binarized rules 04.03
bottom-up parser 04.03
bottom-up parsing 04.03 (Wikipedia)
Catalan number 05.01
cataphoric coreference 03.06
cf. anaphoric coreference
CFG context-free grammar 04.02
  CFG independence assumption 04.04
Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) 04.03
CKY (Cocke-Kasami-Younger) algorithm
  syn: CYK algorithm
  deterministic CKY 04.03
  non-projective Q05
  time complexity of CKY algorithm 04.03
CKY parsing 04.03
  complexity of CKY 04.03
CN (common noun) 04.01
CNF (Chomsky Normal Form) 04.03
combinatorial explosion
  and agreement 04.04
  and constituents in a sentence 04.01
combinatorics
  and noun-noun compounds 05.01
complementizers 04.05
complexity
  complexity of CKY 04.03
conjunction
  coordinating conjunction 04.02
constituent
  and combinatorial explosion 04.01
constituent order 04.02
constituent tests
  coordination test 04.01
  pronoun test 04.01
  question test 04.01
    "question by repetition" test 04.01
  topicalization test 04.01
context-free grammar 04.01, 04.02
  issues with CFGs 04.04
context of a word *03.03
coordination scope 04.02, 05.01
coreference resolution
  anaphoric coreference 03.06
    as a NLP task 03.06
  cataphoric coreference 03.06
cosine similarity *03.03
DBPedia 03.01
Dekang Lin
  information content of a noun 03.02
dependency grammar 03.05 (Wikipedia)
dependency parsing 03.05, Q05
determinant of the matrix 03.04
determiner 04.01
deterministic CKY
  and syntactic ambiguity 04.03
dialogue systems
  as a NLP task 03.07
dimensionality reduction
  and regression 03.04
and semantic categories 03.04
in text similarity *03.04
matrix decomposition *03.04
disambiguation
  word sense disambiguation 03.06
distributional similarity *03.03
document retrieval
  as a classification task 04.05
document similarity
  information retrieval 03.03
  vector space model *03.03
document-term matrix 03.04 (Wikipedia)
dot product of two vectors
  see: vector dot product
DT (determiner) 04.01
dynamic programming 04.03
  efficient parsing 04.04
  dynamic programming table 04.04
Earley parser 04.04
eigenvalue 03.04
eigenvector 03.04
ellipsis
  and NLP tasks 03.06
entailment
  and NLP tasks 03.07
essay grading
  as a NLP application 03.07
EuroWordnet 03.01
evaluation methodology 04.05
  accuracy
dumb baseline
  human performance
  intelligent baseline
  interjudge agreement
  kappa
  precision and recall
Freebase 03.01
gaps 05.01
garden path sentence 03.05, (Wikipedia)
generative rules 04.01
  S -> NP VP
  NP -> (DT) (JJ) N (PP)
  VP -> V (NP) (PP)
  PP -> P (NP)
  recursive generative rules 04.01
gerund vs. adjective 04.02
grammar
  dependency grammar 03.05
  grammar checking 04.02
  grammatical rules 04.01
  phrase-structure grammar 03.05, 04.02
grammatical number (Wikipedia)
  see: agreement in number
head
in parsing 04.02
noun-noun compound 05.01
head rules
for converting constituent parses to dependency parses Q05
hypernym edges
and semantic similarity 03.02
hypernymy 03.01
IS-A edges 03.02
similarity space 03.02
hyponymy 03.01
IBM Watson
question answering 03.07
information content of a noun
Dekang Lin 03.02
WordNet augmented with probabilities 03.02
information extraction 04.02
cf. information retrieval
as a NLP task 03.06
information extraction for databases 03.07
social network extraction from text 03.07
information retrieval
cf. information extraction
and document similarity 03.03
and the vector space model 04.03
interjudge agreement 04.05
intransitive verb 04.01
IS-A
see: hypernymy
Jaccard coefficient
and cosine similarity 03.03
JJ (adjective) 04.01
kappa 04.05
latent semantic analysis 03.04
LCS (lowest common subsumer) 03.02
leftmost derivation principle 04.02
lexical database
see: WordNet
lexicalized grammars 04.04
lexicon (Wikipedia)
in phrase-structure grammar 03.05
linguistic competence 04.01 (Wikipedia)
cf. linguistic performance
linguistic performance 04.01
cf. linguistic competence
longest English sentence 04.01 (Wikipedia)
low-rank approximation of a matrix (Wikipedia)
and SVD 03.04
lowest common subsumer (LCS) 03.02
machine translation 04.02
as a NLP task 03.07
noisy channel model 03.07
Matlab
singular value decomposition 03.04
matrices of compatible dimensions 03.04
matrix
determinant of the matrix 03.04
document-term matrix 03.04
eigenvalue 03.04
eigenvector 03.04
low-rank approximation of a matrix 03.04
matrix decomposition *03.04
matrix multiplication 03.04
singular value decomposition *03.04
matrix decomposition
  in dimensionality reduction *03.04
memoization
  in dynamic programming 04.03
meronymy
  membership meronymy 03.01
  part meronymy 03.01
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) 03.01
meta-patterns (in syntax) 04.01
meta-rules for conjunctions 04.01
multi-dimensional space
  and the vector space model 03.03
multi-document summarization 03.07
named entity recognition
  as a NLP task 03.06
  named entity recognition systems 03.06
natural language interfaces to databases
  as a NLP application 03.07
nested sentences 04.01
news-generating software
  as a NLP application 03.07
NLTK
  as a WordNet similarity software 03.02
noisy channel model
non-projective
  CKY Q05
noun-noun compounds
  a parsing problem 05.01
NP (noun phrase) 04.01
OEIS (On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences) 05.01
Open Thesaurus 03.01
parallelism
  and NLP tasks 03.06
paraphrases 03.01
paraphrasing
  and NLP tasks 03.07
parse tree 03.05, 04.01 (Wikipedia)
  syn: syntactic tree 04.02
parser
  bottom-up
parser 04.03
  Cocke-Kasami-Younger parser 04.03
  Earley parser 04.04
  Stanford Parser 03.05
top-down parser 04.03
parsing 04.01, *05.01
as a classification task 04.05
applications of parsing 04.02
bottom-up parsing 04.02
dependency parsing Q05
dynamic programming 04.04
parsing as search 04.02
parsing job postings 03.07
parsing methods 04.02
parsing noun sequences 05.01
programming languages 05.01
The parsing problem 04.02
top-down parsing 04.02
part of speech tagging
as a classification task 04.05
as a NLP task *03.05
partial solutions
in dynamic programming 04.03
participial phrase 04.04
particles vs. prepositions 04.02
parts of speech 04.01
path similarity 03.01
Penn Treebank 04.02, *04.05
Penn Treebank tagset 04.05
SBAR (subordinating conjunction) 04.05
performance and competence 04.01
Philip Resnik 03.02
phrase structure formalism 05.01
phrase-structure grammar 03.05, 04.02
PN (proper noun) 04.01
polysemy *03.01
highly polysemous words 03.01
as a problem in text similarity 03.04
PP (prepositional phrase) 04.01
PP ambiguity 04.01
precision and recall
as an evaluation method 04.05
predicative adjective 04.04
programming language
parsing of 05.01
PRP (preposition) 04.02
question answering 04.02
as a NLP task 03.07
question answering system
and coreference resolution 03.06
IBM Watson 03.07
recursion
nested sentences 04.01
Stanford Parser 03.05
reading comprehension
syn. text understanding
as a NLP task 03.06
regression
in dimensionality reduction 03.04
relatedness
as a problem in text similarity 03.04
rules
generative rules 04.01
grammatical rules 04.01
recursive generative rules 04.01
syntactic rule 04.01
S (sentence) 04.01
SAT analogies
and dimensionality reduction 03.04
SBAR (subordinating conjunction) 04.05
semantic analysis 03.06
semantic categories
and dimensionality reduction 03.04
semantic relationships
synonymy 03.01
antonymy
hypernymy
hyponymy
meronymy
semantic role labeling
as a NLP task 03.06
semantic similarity *03.01
and IS-A edges 03.02
semantics
first order logic 03.06
inference 03.06
semantic analysis 03.06
semantic categories 03.04
semantic relationships 03.01
semantic role labeling 03.06
semantic similarity *03.01
sentiment analysis
as a NLP task 03.07
similarity
cosine similarity *03.03
distributional similarity *03.03
document similarity *03.03
path similarity 03.01
semantic similarity *03.01
similarity space 03.02
text similarity 03.04
word similarity *03.02
similarity space
and IS-A edges 03.02
singular value decomposition (SVD) of general matrices *03.04
in Matlab 03.04
low-rank approximation of a matrix 03.04
social network extraction from text 03.07
space
see: multidimensional space
see: similarity space
see: vector space model
sparse matrix
and text similarity 03.04
speech generation 04.02
speech understanding 04.02
spelling correction
as a NLP application 03.07
Stanford Parser
recursion 03.05
subcategorization frames 04.04
direct object
predicative adjective
summarization system
cf. text summarization 03.07
coreference resolution 03.06
summarizing medical records 03.07
SVD
see: singular value decomposition of general matrices
synonymy *03.01
as a problem in text similarity 03.04
true synonyms 03.01
near synonyms (e.g. sweat and perspire) 03.01
synset 03.01
syntactic ambiguity 04.02
gaps
coordination scope
syntactic disambiguation 04.03
syntactic category 04.01
DT
JJ
N
P
V
syntactic disambiguation 04.03
syntactic rule 04.01
syntactic tree
see: parse tree
syntax 04.01
text similarity
and the vector space model 03.02
and dimensionality reduction *03.04
text summarization
cf. summarization system 03.06
as a NLP task 03.07
multi-document summarization 03.07
text to speech
as a NLP task 03.07
ivona.com 03.07
text understanding
see: reading comprehension
that-clause 04.04
thesaurus-based word-similarity methods *03.01
time complexity (Wikipedia)
of CKY algorithm 04.03
TOEFL synonyms
and word similarity 03.04

top-down parsing 04.02 (Wikipedia)
translation
and word sense disambiguation 03.06
tuple
in CFG 04.02
underspecification
and NLP tasks 03.06
vector dot product *03.03
  syn.: dot product of two vectors
vector space model *03.03
  and text similarity 03.02
verb phrase (VP) 04.01
VP (verb phrase) 04.01
weather report generation
  as a NLP application 03.07
word sense disambiguation
  and translation 03.06
  as a NLP task 03.06
word similarity
  and dimensionality reduction 03.04
  and the WordNet tree 03.02
  TOEFL synonyms 03.04
WordNet *03.01
  and word similarity 03.02
  George A. Miller 03.01
  Christiane Fellbaum 03.01
  WordNet augmented with probabilities 03.02
  WordNet similarity software 03.02
WordNet similarity software
  NLTK 03.02
  WordNet::Similarity 03.02
X-bar theory 04.01

SVD
https://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee127a/book/login/l_svd_main.html

Low-rank approximations
https://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee127a/book/login/l_svd_low_rank.html